NEDERLANDSE
VERENIGING
VAN HONGAARSE
STAANDE HONDEN

VIZSLA
Monday 15 juni 2015
Subject: Europa Cup 2015
Dear Vizsla Clubs of Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France Germany, Hungary, Italy, Norway, UK
Slovenia, Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Sweden,
After several months of talking and negotiating we’re proud to announce we have more than sufficient fields
for the Europa Cup for Vizsla’s! We hereby would like to invite you to compete in the 2015 Europa Cup for
Vizsla’s in the Netherlands. The EC will be held on the 10th, 11th and 12th of September 2015 in the fields
surrounding the towns of Goes and Wolphaartsdijk.
The planning for the competition is as follows;
9th September 19:00 Arrival and meet-and-greet
Adress: Muidenweg 10, 4471 NM Wolphaartsdijk
20:00 Teamcaptains meeting
21:00 Drawing for starting places Open Field trial
Formal introductions of the teams
10th September 8:30
10:00 Open Field trial day #1
18:00 Dutch diner
Derby
11th September 8:30
14:00 Exterior conformation test and retrieve from deep water
19:00 Diner and party
Open Fieldtrial day #2
12th September 8:30
17:00 Awards ceremony
13th September 10:00 Annual exterior clubmatch CAC
The EC will be held according the Vizsla-EC rule-book and de FCI rules which apply in the Netherlands. You
will find the 2006 edition of the rulebook in French, and a Dutch translation as an attachment to the
invitation. An English translation is still under construction at the time of sending.
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On several points things are done differently from what you may be used to:
 Participating at the 2015 EC in The Netherlands means a field trial on natural game. We have enough
fields and game available for every participant to have a fair chance.
 There is a strict (and well enforced) ban on releasing game into the wild.
 Shooting of birds isn’t allowed during the EC due to a late opening of the hunting season.
 To claim a point, all competitors have to claim the point with a blank firing gun (only allowed caliber
6mm flobert).
 After making a point the dog has to retrieve a pheasant of duck (cold retrieve)
 The derby is only open to dogs born between 1-jul-2013 and 10-dec-2014.
 In the derby there is no champions trophy (CACT/CACIT)
The competition fee is €200,= for the Open Field trial and €150,= for the derby for 3 days all-in. This
includes drinks, lunches and dinners during the 3 match days, the joint dinner/party and the Exterior clubmatch. The non-competing company of the teams can enjoy the drinks dinners etc. for €90,= for all three
days. The fee for participating in the competition only is €145,= for the Open Field trial and €75,= for derby.
Teams can enter via the entry form on our website. Please sent us the name and e-mail of the team captain
and if possible an indication of the number of dog participating. We will mail the link to the entry-form to the
team captain. Accompanying non-competing dogs can be entered for the exterior club-match through the
following Link. This is for the Club-match on the 13th of September.
In the entry form on the website there is also the option to send additional info on the participating dogs.
We would very much appreciate the following info: pedigree, medical results, a nice picture and additional
work results. Our goal is to present everyone with a nice catalog of all dogs competing in the 2015 EC!
Entry into the 2015 EC closes at 15th of August.
Since we’re competing in fields with only natural game, the team size is limited to 5 dogs in the Open Field
trial and 3 in the derby. If not all places are taken on the closing date an additional team or dogs may be
entered. In case this occurs, all team captains will be notified.
To keep the organization of the EC manageable we hope to receive all entries as soon as possible.
After the closing date all competitors will receive the final planning including the judges and a list of all
competitors.
For everyone who wants to book a place to stay, attached to the invitation is a list of possible B&B’s
campsites and hotels as well as directions to arrival/meet-and-greet location
Should you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to mail us at: EC2015@magyar-vizsla.nl
We look forward to all you’re entries!
Met vriendelijke groet,

Herman Obbink

Chairman of the Dutch Vizsla Association
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Directions:
Meet-and-greet location:
Camping ‘De Heerlijkheid van Wolphaartsdijk’
Muidenweg 10, 4471 NM Wolphaartsdijk

Google Maps: Muidenweg 10, 4471 NM Wolphaartsdijk
Coördinats: 51°32'31.9" N 3°46'50.3"E of N 51.542195 E 3.7806321
Link: https://www.google.nl/maps/place//@51.542195,3.7806321,10z/data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x0:0x0
Places to stay
Campings:
www.heerlijkheidwolphaartsdijk.nl
Wolphaartsdijk
Campsite (meet-location). Vizsla’s camp for free so no expensive dog fee’s!
www.deveerhoeve.nl
Wolphaartsdijk
Several cottages/carvans. On the campsite an additional fee of € 4,25 euro per dog/night
www.campingveersemeer.nl
Wolphaartsdijk
Several accomodations. Dog fee € 2,50 per dog/night.
Hotel
wwwhotelgoes.nl
Goes
Dogs allowed under certain conditions (http://www.hotelgoes.nl/faciliteiten/honden/). Hotel is 12 minutes
drive from the meeting point in Wolphaartsdijk.
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